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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra not of type A . Then asn
is well known g admits a unique coadjoint orbit O of minimal non-zero
w x  .dimension. As shown in J2, J3 the enveloping algebra U g of g admits a
unique completely prime, primitive ideal J whose associated variety is the
Zariski closure O of O. The aim of the present note is to give a
construction of J using deformation theory. Whereas this would seem to
be an obvious goal to achieve for any coadjoint orbit particularly those
which are rigid nilpotent}that is, isolated in their sheet ``Orginelle'' in
w x.the language of Bo1 }it turns out to be quite difficult even in the
present special case.
 .  .1.2. Let I O or simply, I be the ideal of definition of O viewed
 .as an ideal of the symmetric algebra S g of g. Since O is a nilpotent
worbit, I is a homogeneous ideal. Moreover by a result of Kostant G, Chap.
x  .II; J6, 9.5.4 , I is generated by degree two elements, that is, A [ S g rI is
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w xa quadratic algebra. We remark that D. Garfinkle G used this result to
give a ``hands-on'' construction of J. However, this was excessively long
and did not in particular benefit from the technical improvements noted
w xbelow. As shown by Garfinkle G, Theorem 1 one also has gr J s I. Given
Kostant's result this can also be easily obtained from the construction of
w xJ3 . It will also be obtained below. It trivially forces J to be completely
prime.
w x1.3. A key new result proved independently by Bezrukavnikov B
w xand Inamdar and Mehta IM is that A is a Koszul algebra. Moreover as
w x  .shown in BG the conditions to make a Gerstenhaber deformation of A
become rather easy when A is Koszul. This is our starting point. Further
 w x.steps in our construction are the use of the rigidity see Bo1, 1.7 of O
 .which distinguishes simple Lie algebras of type different to A , somen
2 . information on the decomposition of L g as a g module this could have
.already been gleaned from Garfinkel's thesis , and a couple of manipula-
tive tricks.
1.4. There is a corresponding deformation theory which constructs
 .modules for the deformed algebra U g rJ. We apply this to the case of
 .highest weight modules and we compute a general intrinsic formula 6.6
for the highest weight when g admits a parabolic subalgebra whose
nilradical is commutative. More generally let p be a maximal parabolic
subalgebra corresponding to a long root vector. Then the present construc-
tion should give a deformation or ``quantization'' of the orbital variety
closure p H lO. It turns out that not all such orbital varieties can be
quantized; and it seems that deformation theory alone is a cumbersome
tool for studying such questions which we shall postpone to a later
communication.
2. DEFORMATION OF KOSZUL ALGEBRAS
2.1. Let k be a field and V a k vector space. Fix a subspace
 .  .R ; V m V and let I R be the two-sided ideal in the tensor algebra T V
 .  .  .  . or simply, T generated by R. One calls S V, R [ T V rI R or simply,
.S the homogeneous quadratic algebra defined by the pair V, R. The
2 . 1 . 0 .Koszul complex, ª K A ª K A ª K A , associated to a quadratic
 . 0 . 1 .algebra A s S V, R is defined by setting K A s A, K A s A m V,
iy2
i m j miyjy2K A s A m V m R m V , i G 2, .  .F
js0
with differential a m ¨ m ??? m ¨ ¬ a¨ m ??? m ¨ . It can be viewed as a1 i 1 i
subcomplex of the Hochschild complex. One calls A Koszul if its Koszul
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complex is a resolution of k. This is a strong additional condition on R,
which we shall not use explicitly as the hard work has already been done in
w x wBG, B, IM . Several further equivalent conditions can be found in BG,
xBGS .
2.2. One may seek to ``deform'' S by introducing linear maps
 .  .w : R ª V, c : R ª k, and defining J P to be the ideal of T V gener-
  .  . 4  .  .  . ated by P s x y w x y c x N x g R . Then U V, P [ T V rJ P or
.simply, U is called the inhomogeneous quadratic algebra defined by the
pair V, P. With respect to the filtration of U induced by the canonical
 .  .  .filtration F of T V it is immediate that gr J P > I P ; but it is easy toF
appreciate that equality may fail.
2.3. For equality to hold in the above one should at least have that
1 . 1 . 2 . w xF T PF T l F T s P. As noted in BG, Lemma 3.3 this is equiva-
 .  .lent to three conditions, i ] iii below, on the maps w, c . Set F s V m R
l R m V. Then
 .  . .i w m 1d y 1d m w F ; R
 . w  .  .x .ii w w m 1d y 1d m w q c m 1d y 1d m c F s 0
 .  . .iii c w m 1d y 1d m w F s 0.
w xThe main result BG, Theorem 4.1 of Braverman and Gaitsgory can be
expressed as follows.
 .  .  .THEOREM. Suppose S V, R is Koszul. If i ] iii abo¨e are satisfied,
 .  .then gr J P s I R .F
 .  .  .The proof goes by showing that i ] iii permit deformation of S V, R
to levels 1]3, respectively, higher level deformation being ensured by
 .Koszulity. The required equality is a formal consequence of U V, P being
 .a deformation of S V, R .
 .  .2.4. Conditions i ] iii are not quite trivial to verify in practice
because of the difficulty in identifying F. One easy case is when R s L2V
 .so S V, R is just the symmetric algebra of V. Assume char k / 2. Then
3 w xF s L V. Now take V to be a Lie algebra with Lie bracket , . Define w
1 . w x  .on V m V by w x m y s x, y and set c s 0. Then i holds trivially and2
 .  .ii is just the Jacobi identity. Moreover U V, P is just the enveloping
algebra of V and the conclusion of Subsection 2.3 is just the
Braverman]Gaitsgory proof of the PBW theorem.
2.5. We now turn to the description of some version of Theorem 2.3
which deals with Koszul modules. Let k be a field, A s n A a[ is0 i
graded k algebra, and M a vector space over k. Fix a subspace R ;0 M
A m M . Consider now the graded left A module1 0
M s [M [ A m M rI R .  .i 0 M
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that is the quotient of the free A module generated by M by the0
 .submodule I R generated by R .M M
DEFINITION. The module M is called a homogeneous quadratic module
over the graded algebra A. In other words, a graded A module M is
quadratic if it is generated by elements of degree 0, and the relations
among these generators are generated by those of degree 1.
2.6. Inhomogeneous Quadratic Modules. Let U s U ; U ; U ;0 1 2
??? be a filtered algebra. Let L be a U module with an increasing filtration
i  .  0 1 .  .F L i s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Set P s ker U m F L ª F L . Let J P denoteL 1 L
the U-submodule of U m F 0L generated by P .L
DEFINITION. L is said to be an inhomogeneous quadratic module over
0  .U if the natural map L ª U m F LrJ P is an isomorphism.L
2.7. We now formulate the PBW problem for modules. As in
Subsection 2.2, let U be a filtered algebra which is inhomogeneous
quadratic and set A s gr U, V s A . We will suppose that U s k and that1 0
 .V is lifted as a subspace to U . Thus U s V [ k. Let L be a inhomoge-1 1
neous left quadratic module over U. Define a homogeneous quadratic A
0  .module M by setting M s F L, R s pr P , where pr denotes the0 M L
natural projection from U m F 0L to A m M . Clearly one has a natural1 1 0
morphism p : M ª gr L of graded A modules, which is surjective.L
Now we ask the following question:
Under what conditions is p an isomorphism?L
If p is in fact an isomorphism then we say that the module L is of PBWL
 0 . 0type. Clearly, in this case one has P l U m F L s P l F L s 0.L 0 L
  . 4Therefore one can write P s x y l x N x g R for some linear mapL M
l : R ª M . Recall the notations of Subsection 2.3.M 0
 .LEMMA. a Suppose that L is of PBW type. Then the following condi-
tions hold:
 .  . .iv w m id y id m l R m M l V m R ; R ,0 M M
 .   . .v l( w m id y id m l q c m id s 0.RmM l VmR0 M
Proof. Take an element y g R m M l V m R . Set y s y y w m0 M 1
. .  . .  .id y y c m id y and y s y y id m l y . Then both y and y have2 1 2
zero image in L and so does y y y . But y y y lies in U m F 0L and1 2 1 2 1
therefore by the PBW hypothesis y y y g P . Therefore y y y is of1 2 L 1 2
 .the form x y l x for some x g R which is precisely the statement ofM
 .  .iv and v for y.
2.8. Let A be a positively graded k-algebra with A s k. A graded0
module M is called Koszul if it admits a graded projection resolution
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??? ª P 2 ª P1 ª P 0 ª M ª 0, with P i generated by its component of
w xdegree i. For further details see BGS, 2.14 .
THEOREM. Suppose that A is a Koszul quadratic algebra and M is a
 .  .Koszul A-module. Then conditions iv and v of Lemma 2.7 imply that L is
of PBW type.
Proof. This proof follows closely that of the corresponding theorem for
w xalgebras given in BG . One must develop the corresponding deformation
theory of an algebra together with a module and then treat the corre-
 w x.sponding cohomology using the Koszul resolution of M cf. BGS . Details
are given in the Appendix.
2.9. Let us now explain how Koszul modules arise in the problem of
quantization of minimal orbital varieties. Take k s C. Let X denote some
partial flag variety of g that is, the variety of all parabolic subalgebras of
.a given conjugacy type . Let L be an ample sheaf on X. Denote by A the
` 0 mi.graded algebra H X, L .[ is0
Let now Y ; X be some closed subvariety of X. Let G be the simply
connected complex algebraic group with Lie algebra g. Suppose that Y is
` 0 mi.B-invariant for some Borel subgroup B in G. Set M s H Y, L .[ is0
In this both X, Y are taken to be reduced schemes.
w xTHEOREM B . A is a Koszul algebra and M is a Koszul module o¨er it.
Remark. In particular viewed as a quotient of the graded algebra A;
the algebra of regular functions on Y, namely M, is generated by a
subspace R ; A .M 1
2.10. Let O ; g* be the minimal nilpotent orbit in g* cf. Sec-
.tion 3 and let p be a parabolic subalgebra of g which we assume contains
the Lie algebra of B above. Let p H be the orthogonal complement of p in
g*. Denote by A the algebra of polynomial functions on O and by M the
algebra of polynomial functions on O l p H .
COROLLARY. A is a Koszul algebra and M is a Koszul module o¨er it.
Proof. Since O is the orbit of the highest root vector in g* one has:
 .1 O is a cone over some partial flag variety X of g*
 . H2 O l p is a cone over a closed subvariety Y ; X, which is
B-invariant.
Therefore the corollary is a special case of the above theorem.
One may remark that V s A s g , M s C, and R s p.1 0 M
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3. THE MINIMAL ORBIT OF A SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA
3.1. Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra and h a Cartan
subalgebra of g. Let G denote the corresponding coadjoint group. Identify
 .g with g* through the Killing form denoted , . We may write an
element of G in the form exp ad x : x g g. A G orbit O in g* is called
 .nilpotent if some x g O and hence all x g O is ad-nilpotent. As is well
known g admits exactly one nilpotent orbit of minimal non-zero dimen-
sion. For the curious these dimensions and further details can be found in
w x .C, Chap. 13 . Moreover there are no other coadjoint orbits of the same
 . qdimension as O, if and only if g is not isomorphic to sl n q 1 : n g N .
 .3.2. For any dominant weight m let V m denote the unique, up to
isomorphism, simple highest weight module with highest weight m. Then as
 .a g module g identifies with V b where b is the unique highest root. If
 .g is a weight of V m let e denote a non-zero vector of weight g . It isg
 .  .  .clear that e m e generates the unique copy of V 2b in V b m V b .b b
 . 2 .One easily concludes that V 2b ; S g cannot belong to the ideal of the
definition of any non-zero coadjoint orbit closure. On the other hand the g
2 .  .stable complement R of V 2b in S g must belong to the ideal of the
definition of some coadjoint orbit closure. In fact the h stable complement
of e m e obviously vanishes on e and so R vanishes on the orbit ofb b yb
e . Using say the Jacobson]Morosov theorem one may then check thatyb
 .this orbit is the minimal one O as is well known . By Kostant's theorem
w x  .G, Chap. III the ideal of definition I O of O is generated by R. By
 .  .Subsection 2.9 the quadratic algebra S g rI O is Koszul.
 .3.3. In order to construct the required quotient U g rJ as a
 .  .deformation of S g rI O we apply Theorem 2.3 with R the inverse image
1 . w xof R in g m g , w given as in Subsection 2.4 by w x m y s x, y and c a2
 .  .multiple of the Killing form, that is, c x m y s c x, y for some c g C.
Write an arbitrary element of g m g using the standard sum convention as
 .  .x9 m x0. Then we may view R as all such elements satisfying x9 ¨ x0 ¨ s
0 for all ¨ g O [ G e . Let us first show theb
 .  .LEMMA. Conditions i , iii of Subsection 2.3 hold for all c g C.
 .Proof. For i observe that
w x w x2 w m 1d y 1d m w x m y m z s x , y m z y x m y , z .  .
which evaluated at ¨ m ¨ : ¨ g g* equals
w x w x w x w xx , y ¨ z ¨ q y ¨ x , z ¨ y y ¨ x , z ¨ y x ¨ y , z ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s yy ad x ¨ z ¨ y y ¨ z ad x ¨ .  .  .  . .  .
y x ad z ¨ y ¨ y x ¨ y ad z ¨ .  .  .  . . .
d d
s y y m z exp t ad z ¨ y x m y exp t ad z ¨ . .  .  .  . .  .
ts0dt dt ts0
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Now take any sum of x m y m z lying in F s R m V l V m R. Given
¨ g O then by definition of R the last expression vanishes. Thus w m 1d
. .y 1d m w F ; R, as required.
 .For iii observe that
c w m 1d y 1d m w x m y m z .  .
c
w x w xs x , y , z y x , y , z s 0, .  .
2
by the invariance of the Killing form.
 .3.4. Take F and c as in Subsection 3.2 with c / 0 .
 . .LEMMA. Suppose g is not of type A . Then c m 1d y 1d m c F / 0.n
 .  .Proof. Let J P ; T g be the ideal defined in Subsection 2.2 with c
 .  .as above and w s 0. Since w s 0 the resulting quotient T g rJ P is an
 .  . ’image of S g . Since c is g invariant T g r J P is the algebra of .
regular functions on some closed subset V of g* stable under adjoint
action. Furthermore dim V is just the Gelfand]Kirillov dimension or
.  .  . Krull dimension if one prefers of T g rJ P . Now suppose c m 1d y
. .  .  .1d m c F s 0. Since w s 0 the conditions i ] iii are trivially satisfied.
The conclusion of Theorem 2.3 then implies that dim V s dim O. How-
ever, since g does not possess any non-zero coadjoint orbits of dimension
F dim O other than O it follows that V s O. This is already impossible if
c / 0.
Remark 1. One could have said with more elegance, but less precision,
that otherwise c would define for the different c a one-parameter family
of orbits passing through O all having the same dimension. This contra-
dicts O being isolated in its sheet.
 .Remark 2. We check below 5.4 this conclusion explicitly for g s
 .sp 2n . However, in general such verification seems very difficult.
2 . 2 .4. THE g MODULE STRUCTURE OF S g AND L g
4.1. We describe below, in a little more detail than we actually
2 . 2 .need, the g module structure of S g and of L g . These results can be
obtained from Garfinkle's thesis but the treatment there is rather lengthy.
For the reader's convenience we sketch the proofs.
4.2. Let D ; h* denote the set of non-zero roots, p the set of
simple roots, e : a g p the corresponding root vector, and a k thea
 .coroot. We shall also use , to denote the Cartan inner product. For any
g module V let V : l g h* denote the subspace of vectors of weight l.l
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We need the following well-known
LEMMA. Let l, m, n be dominant weights. Then
dim Hom V l m V m , V n .  .  . .g
s dim a g V m N el , a k .q1a s 0, ;a g p . . 4nyl a
w xProof. See J6, 6.3.20 , for example.
4.3. Recall that b is the highest root. Let a , a 9 be the simple roots
not orthogonal to b with the convention that a s a 9 outside type A : nn
 w) 1. For more details see ``Graphe de Dynkin complete'' Bou, PlanchesÂ Â
x .  .2I]X . Take l s m s n s b in Subsection 4.2. Since ad e h s 0, ;g gg
 .  .  .p , h g h it is immediate that V b occurs in V b m V b with multi-
 .  .plicity 2 in type A : n ) 1 and with multiplicity 1 otherwise . The Lien
 .  .bracket ensures that V b occurs with multiplicity at least one in V b m
 .  . 2 .V b . On the other hand in type A : n ) 1, V b occurs in S g withn
3 . multiplicity at least one because S g admits an invariant see ``Ex-
w x.posants'' Bou, Planche I . We conclude that the Lie product can be
2  .viewed as the unique, up to scalars, g equivariant map from L V b ª
 .  . 2 . V b and that V b occurs in S g with multiplicity one in type
.  .A : n ) 1 and multiplicity zero otherwise .n
4.4. Let d : i s 1, 2, . . . , be the highest roots of the semisimple Liei
algebra g obtained from g by deleting a , a 9 from the Dynkin diagram of0
 .g. Denote the corresponding set of non-zero resp. simple roots by D0
 .  k .  w  .x .resp. p . One always has b , a s 1 see J3, 2.2 iv , for example .0
 k.  .  .Thus b , a s 1 unless a , a - b , b which occurs exactly in type Cn
 .  k.including B s C and then b , a s 2. Define R as in Subsection 3.3.2 2
 .LEMMA. Assume g simple not of type A or C including B s C .n n 2 2
Then as a g module
 .  .  .  .  .i R ( V 2b y a [ V b [ V 0 [ V b q d .[ i
i
 . 2 .  .  .ii L g ( V 2b y a [ V b .
 . 2 .  .  .  .iii S g ( V 2b [ V 0 [ V b q d .[ i
i
 .  .  .  .In type C and B one must include V b y a in i , iii . In typen 2
 .  .  .A : n ) 1, one must replace V 2b y a by V 2b y a [ V 2b y a 9 , andn
 .  .  .  .include a further copy of V b in i , iii .
Proof. To describe g m g we take l s m s b in Subsection 4.2. The
case n s b was considered in Subsection 4.3. For n / b recall that
 .dim V b is at most one. Thus e must be annihilated by all thenyb nyb
w x  .  k.e : g g p . From say J3, 2.2 it follows that V b / 0 implies g , b sg 0 g
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 4  k.0, " 1, " 2 . If n y b , b s 2 then n s 2b and this corresponds to the
 .  k.submodule V 2b generated by e m e . If n y b , b s y2, then n s 0b b
 .and this corresponds to the submodule V 0 generated by the Casimir. If
 k.n y b , b s 0, then n y b g D and recalling that n y b is dominant0
with respect to p we conclude that n s b q d for some i. If n y0 i
k.  4b , b s 1 then similarly 2b y n g a , a 9 and the corresponding mod-
 .ule say, V 2b y a has generator e m e y e m e and so belongsb bya bya b
2 .  k.  4to L g . If n y b , b s y1 then again b y n g a , a 9 . However,
2  .  .  k.note that e V b / 0 and so V b y a only occurs if b , a ) 1,a ya
 .that is, in type C or B .n 2
 .  .  .It remains to check that V b q d and V b y a in type C belong toi n
2 .S g . The first case is rather easy and can be understood in terms of the
w x   k . 4construction of D, 10.1.4 . Set G s g g D N b , g s 1 and G s G j0 0
 4 w x Gb . Then J2, Corollary 2.3 the subspace g of root vectors is in fact a
 wHeisenberg Lie algebra with centre Ce . One easily concludes see J2,b
x . Lemma 4.2 , for example that one may subtract from e e viewed as anb d i2 ..element of S g which already is a highest weight vector for p , a sum of0
the form e e : g , g 9 g G so that the difference is further annihilated byg g 9 0
 .e . The resulting expression is the required generator of V b q d .a i
Finally let g9 be the h stable complement of Ce in g. It is clear thatb
2 .any highest weight vector in L g takes the form e m e y e m e mod g9b b
m g9 where e is a weight vector of the appropriate weight. In particular
e m h y h m e mod g9 m g9 is for some h g h the highest weight vectorb b
 . 2 .of the copy of V b in L g . Moreover since b y g : g g p is not a0
root, it follows that h is annihilated by the e : g g p and so outside typeg 0
.A is proportional to h . Consequently e m e y e m e mod g9 m g9n b b ya ya b
2 .  .  .belongs to V b . This excludes V b y a belonging to L g .
4.5. It is convenient to select out what we really need from Subsec-
tion 4.4 for which the reader may be able to provide his own proof say by
.Weyl's dimension formula .
 2 .COROLLARY. Suppose g is simple and not of type A . Then Hom L gn g
 ..m g , V b has dimension 2.
 .  .Proof. Recall that V b * ( V b . Then by Frobenius reciprocity the
 2 .  .  ..above expression is isomorphic to Hom L g , V b m V b and so theg
assertion follows from Subsection 4.4.
 .5. VERIFICATION OF CONDITION ii
 .5.1. To establish condition ii of Subsection 2.3 we need to estimate
the size of F. This is achieved by the following two lemmas. Given a finite
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dimensional g module V and a dominant weight m, let V m denote the
 .  .  .V m isotypical component of V. Identify V b with g and V 2b with its
image in g m g.
 .   .  .. b   .  .. bLEMMA. i V 2b m V b / V b m V 2b in g m g m g.
 .   ..   .  ..ii Hom F, V b has codimension 1 in Hom R m V b , V b .g g
 .  .Proof. i By Frobenius reciprocity it follows that V b occurs with
multiplicity 1 in both sides. Thus equality would imply that the unique, up
 .  .  .  .to scalars, quartic invariants in V 2b m V 2b and V b m V 2b m
 .V b would coincide. Call the common invariant which results C. By its
first presentation it is symmetric in the 1, 2 and 3, 4 variables while by the
4  ..second it is symmetric in the 2, 3 variables. Hence C g S V b .
 .Recall that V b admits a contravariant form. Take the product form
 .mn   ..on V b and extend linearly to T V b . By the first presentation
  .  .  .  . .HC g R m V b m V b q V b m V b m R and through the sec-
  .  ..H w xond C g V b m R m V b . By Kostant's theorem G, Chap. III and
 .H   .  ..gthe first part we conclude that C g I R . Yet S g rI R reduces to
  . .scalars because I R is the ideal of definition of an orbit closure and so
 .  .  .  .Hthe image of C in S g rI R is zero. Thus C g I R l I R s 0. This
 .contradiction proves i .
 .   .  .  .  .. For ii set D s Hom V b m V b m V b , V b , E s Hom Rg g
 .  ..   .  ..m V b , V b , E9 s Hom V b m R, V b . Recall that R comple-g
 .  .  .ments the unique V 2b component in V b m V b . Then by Frobenius
reciprocity E and E9 both have codimension 1 in D. Observe that
 .   .  ..H  .   .  ..HR m V b s V 2b m V b while V b m R s V b m V 2b .
 .   ..Hence i implies that E / E9 and so E q E9 s D. Then Hom F, V bg
s E l E9 has codimension 2 in D and so codimension 1 in E as required.
5.2. The following manipulative trick constructs most of F.
ÃLEMMA. There exists a g in¨ariant subspace F of F such that
Ã 2 .   . .i F q L g m g s R m g
Ã .  . .ii w w m 1d y 1d m w F s 0
Ã .  . .iii c m 1d y 1d m c F s 0.
Proof. Take r g R and write r s r 9 m r 0 with the usual sum conven-
tion. Then for all x g g one has
x m r 9 y r 9 m x m r 0 q r 9 m x m r 0 y r 0 m x .  .
s x m r y r m x .
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2 .Recalling that L g ; R we conclude that
a [ x m r 9 y r 9 m x m r 0 q r m x .
s x m r y r 9 m x m r 0 y r 0 m x g F . .
ÃThen F is defined by taking linear combinations of all such expressions. It
Ã  .  .is immediate that F satisfies i and is g invariant. For ii observe that
w x w x4w w m 1d y 1d m w a s 2 x , r 9 , r 0 q r 9, r 0 , x .  .
w x w xy x , r 9, r 0 q 2 r 9, x , r 0 s 0,
by the Jacobi identity and antisymmetry. Again
c m 1d y 1d m c a s x , r 9 y r 9, x r 0 q r 9, r 0 x .  .  .  .  .
yx r 9, r 0 y r x , r 0 y r 0 , x s 0. .  .  .
w x5.3. Outside type A the existence of the ideal J of J2 now followsn
from Subsections 2.3, 3.3, and the
 .PROPOSITION. g simple not of type A . There exists a unique c g Cn
 .such that condition ii of Subsection 2.3 holds.
Ã .   ..Proof. By Subsections 4.5 and 5.2 i , Hom F, V b has codimensiong
  ..  .F 2 in Hom R m g , V b and so by Subsection 5.1 i has codimensiong
  ..  . F 1 in Hom F, V b . Now w w m 1d y 1d m w and c m 1d y 1d mg
Ã.   ..  .c induce maps in Hom F, V b vanishing on F by Subsection 5.2 ii ,g
Ã .   ..iii . Thus they induce maps in Hom FrF, V b which has dimensiong
F 1. Finally by Subsection 3.4, c m 1d y 1d m c has a non-zero image
 .and so the image of w w m 1d y 1d m w can be assumed proportional
to it.
5.4. Take g of type C . Consider the Poisson algebra A [n
w x  4C q , . . . , q , p , . . . , p where the Poisson bracket q , p s 1 : i s1 n 1 n i i
1, 2, . . . , n, and all other brackets between the generators vanish. Let S be
the subalgebra of A generated by the quadratic polynomials. As is well
known the quadratic polynomials generate a Lie algebra isomorphic to g
 .  .and S identifies as a Poisson algebra with S g rI O . Again it is well
 .known that S may be deformed to U g rJ simply by deforming A itself
into a Weyl algebra, that is, replacing the Poisson bracket by the commuta-
tor bracket. This latter construction goes back of course to the physicist
P.A.M. Dirac; but it is extremely rare that such a simple-minded procedure
can be used in the construction of completely prime primitive ideals from
rigid orbits.
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One may also verify directly that the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 holds in
this case. Indeed observe that
a [ p p m p2 y p2 m p p m q q .1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
y p p m p q y p2 m p q m p q .1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
 . .also belongs to g m R and hence to F. Yet c m 1d y 1d m c a s
2 . 2 .  .  .yp p p , q q q p p q , p q . Since u q s p , u p s yq extends1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 i i i i
 .to an automorphism of A and hence of S as a Poisson algebra it follows
 .  .that p p , q q s y p q , p q and so the above expression does not1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
 . . 2vanish. One may also check that w w m 1d y 1d m w a s y2 p and so1
 .c in the conclusion of Subsection 5.3 equals y1r p p , q q and in1 2 1 2
particular is non-zero.
5.5. One last curious fact. As noted in Subsection 2.4 the Jacobi
 .identity gives a contribution to F on which both terms in condition ii
vanish. This might seem to lead to contradiction with the proof of Subsec-
tion 5.3 except in type A . The difficulty is resolved by the fact thatn
1, g of type A : n ) 1,n3dim Hom L g , V b s .  . .g  0, otherwise,
which may be checked explicitly.
 .  .6. VERIFICATION OF CONDITIONS iv , v
 .6.1. A choice of l g h* such that J s Ann L l was already given
w x win J3, Table . We denote this value by l . In her thesis Garfinkle G,0
xSect. 6, Theorem 1 also found such highest weight modules. More recent
general theory allows one to derive all such l with this property they take
.the form w.l where w belongs to the appropriate ``left cell'' of W0
although it is in general false that the resulting module is a deformation in
the sense of Section 2.
6.2. Let b > h denote the Borel subalgebra of g corresponding to
 .our choice of p . For each p 9 ; p let p > b or simply, p denote thep 9
parabolic subalgebra of g whose Levi factor r has semisimple part r9
defined by p 9. One has a generalized triangular decomposition g s my[
r [ mq with p s r [ mq. Let a be the unique element of p _ p 9. Let0
B, P, R denote the subgroup of G corresponding to b , p , r.
The result described in Subsection 2.10 has the following consequence
Hwhich a priori is rather remarkable. First O l p need not be irreducible;
but assume that this does hold. Then its ideal of definition is the radical of
 .  .I O q S g p; but the latter need not be prime. In particular assume pp 9
 4  4is a maximal parabolic subalgebra, so then p _ p 9 s g . Take p s g , d
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of type B with g the short root. Then up to choice of scalars e e2 y2gqd . yd
2 2  .y e , e e y e g I O whereas p s b [ Ce . Conse-ygqd . y2gqd . d yg yd
 .  .quently e , e belong only to the radical of I O q S g p. On theyg ygqd .
other hand for p s b [ Ce this difficulty does not arise. The point isyg
that the orbital varieties associated to the minimal orbit, namely the
irreducible components of nql O, are themselves minimal and hence by
w xsay J4, 9.6 their closures are the Be : g g p given Ge s O, that is, wheng g
Hg is a long root. In this case p l O s Be and moreover being anp _g 4 g
w xorbital variety, is Lagrangian J4, 7.5 . This forces R in the conclusion ofM
Subsection 2.10 to be a proper subalgebra of p. Since it already contains p
which is maximal, it must equal p. Consequently we have the following
result which may be viewed as a deep property of Bezrukavnikov's Theo-
 .rem 2.9 .
 4THEOREM. Let g be a long root in p and set p 9 s p _ g . Then
 .  .I O q S g p is a prime ideal.p 9
Remark. We also verify this below in a special case. However, the latter
method fails if mqs p H has length ) 2 as an r module.
q  y.6.3. Retain the above notation and assume that m or m is
commutative. We further assume that g is simple and not of type A . Setn
qV s O l m which coincides with the orbital variety closure Bea s R ea0 0
 y.and is in particular irreducible. Identify, through the Killing form, S m
q  .  y.with the algebra of regular functions on m and let I V ; S m denote
the ideal of definition of V. Since V is the closure of the orbit of the
lowest weight vector e under the reductive group R, it follows froma0
 . Kostant's theorem that I V is quadratically generated actually by the
w x.simple r module described, for example, in EJ, 2.1 and from this one
 .  .  .checks that I O q S g p identifies with I V and in particular is a prime
w xideal as predicted by Subsection 6.2. As observed by A. Goncharov Go
the algebra of differential operators on V contains an image coinciding in
 . .fact with U g rJ of the enveloping algebra. Thus the algebra of regular
 .  .  .functions on V, which by the above identifies with S g rI O q S g p ,
admits the structure of a highest weight module L with annihilator whose
 .graded is I O and hence coincides with J. Actually Goncharov also
w xestablished the unitarizability of L, though slightly earlier N. Wallach W
 .had constructed all unitarizable and hence simple highest weight mod-
ules admitting a spherical vector. Remarkably T. Levasseur and J. T.
w xStafford showed LS that for g classical, Goncharov's map was surjective
and that this even generalized to all those modules considered by Wallach.
 .The remaining cases in types E , E were settled by more general theory6 7
w xdetails of which can be found in J5, 4.5 .
 .  .6.4. We may conclude from Subsection 6.3 that conditions iv , v of
 .  .Section 2 have a solution for l, compatible with i ] iii , when p has a
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 .  .commutative nilradical. Actually from the knowledge that I O q S g p is
prime this could already have been obtained from the result in Subsec-
tion 6.1 by simply conjugating l under the translated action of Weyl
group, though the existence of a solution by this means might appear
accidental}indeed it must work out that a conjugate l of l vanishes on0
 .  .p 9! Here we verify conditions iv , v directly. Hopefully this will throw
further light on these remarkable modules just as did the previous work
described in Subsection 6.3. Indeed we obtain an intrinsic general formula
 k.for l, a determining l, which seems to be new.0
 .6.5. Retain the above notation and hypotheses. Recall 4.3 that
there is a unique a g p not orthogonal to the highest root b and that a
occurs with coefficient 2 in b while of course a occurs with coefficient 10
 q .because m is commutative . In particular a g p 9. The centre z of r is
 .one dimensional and we fix z g z non-zero so that the q1 resp. y1
q  y.  .  .eigenspace of ad z is m resp. m . Since conditions iv , v imply that
 .the highest weight vector e of L l is annihilated by r9 we must havel
 .l p 9 s 0 which we shall therefore assume. Then l extends to a character
on p and w [ w y 1d m l : g m p l R ª g is a map of p modules. Inl
particular Im w o p m Im w l my/ 0 m e g Im w via the action ofl l yb l
y  .z and the simplicity of m . The existence of l satisfying condition iv
then results from the following.
LEMMA. Suppose E g g m p l R is of weight yb and satisfiesyb
 .w E s e . Thenl yb yb
 .  .i E s e m h q  c e m e for some h g hyb yb g g D l Zp 9 g gyb yg
non-zero and some c g C.g
 .  .  .  4ii h b s 0 and h a 9 s 0, ;a 9 g p 9 _ a .
 .iii h f r9.
Proof. Observe that the y1 eigenspace of ad z in g m p is just
y  .  .m m r. The i and the second part of ii results through the argument in
 .the last paragraph of Subsection 4.4. The first part of ii results from the
 .vanishing of R on exp ad e e . Finally for each a 9 g p let v denoteb yb a 9
 .the corresponding weight. Then the second part of ii implies that h is a
 .linear combination of v and v . The first part of ii implies thata a 0
 .  .h, v s 0 and the condition h g r9 would give h, v s 0 forcinga a 0
 .h s 0. This contradiction proves iii .
6.6. One may easily construct E by the method described inyb
w x  .J3, 4.2 and hence compute l satisfying condition iv . The result is the
following.
 .PROPOSITION. g is simple of type B , C , D , E , E . Let b be then n n 6 7
highest root, a a simple root occurring with coefficient F 1 in e¨ery root,0
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 .and v the corresponding fundamental weight. Then condition i¨ holdsa0
  . w  .  . x.exactly when l s y dim G e y 1 r4 4 v , v r a , a y 1 v .b a a 0 0 a0 0 0
Proof. Recall the definition of G, G given in Subsection 4.4 and set0
1 1 X 1< <  .   .  .4s s G s dim G e y 1 . Set G s g g G N g , v s a , a . Re-0 b 0 0 a 0 02 2 20
calling that gyG is a Heisenberg Lie algebra with centre Ce it followsyb
w x Xthat we may choose scalars so that e , e s e for all g g G . Byyg ybqg yb 0
w xsay the construction of J3, 4.2 one easily checks that E in theyb
 .conclusion of Subsection 6.5 i equals
E s e m h y g h e m e .  .yb yb yg ybqg
X
ggG0
 .up to a non-zero scalar. Then condition iv requires that
1
l h s y g h . ) .  .  .
X2 ggG0
 .  .  ..By Subsection 6.5 ii we may write h s v y 2 a , a r a , a v . Sincea 0 0 a 0X  .a , a occur with coefficient of 1 in any g g G , the right hand side of )0 0
1 X s . < <  .is just a , a G s a , a . Recalling that l is a multiple of v and0 a4 4 0
that both b , a are long roots the required assertion follows.0
 .6.7. Condition v will be established through the following prelimi-
 .nary. Let R9 denote the g stable complement to V 0 in R. Clearly
 .E g R9. Assume scalars chosen so that w E s e .yb yb yb
LEMMA. There exists Y g R9 l g m p satisfying
 .  .i w Y s z.
 .  . .ii Y g ad p R9 l g m p .
 .iii Y is ad r in¨ariant.
 .  .Proof. Choose x g U p of weight b so that z s ad x e . Thenyb
 .  .  .Y 9 [ ad x E satisfies i , ii above. Since z is ad r invariant andyb
 . .ad p R9 l g m p is ad r stable we may take Y to be the r invariant
component of Y 9.
 .6.8. Since l w y 1d m l and c are both r module maps it is
 .  .renough to verify condition v on R l g m p . Define t : g m g ª g m g
 .by t x m y s y m x. Observe that r9 is a simple Lie algebra. It easily
 .rfollows that g m g is a direct sum of the one dimensional subspaces
 y q.r  .  .  .r 9C X [ m m m , Ct X , C z m z , and CC9 [ r9 m r9 , the last
 .two being t-invariant. Let Z be the unique element of V b ; R satisfy-
 .  .ing w Z s z. We may choose X above so that Z s X y t X , while we
 .  .  .may choose C g V 0 ; R such that C s X q t X q a z m z q a9C9
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for some a, a9 g C. On the other hand Y in the conclusion of Subsection
 .6.7 must take the form Y s 2 X q b z m z q b9C9 for some b, b9 g C.
 .We remark that exp ad e e g G e does not vanish on X, z m z, andyb b b
even on C9.
 . rLEMMA. i R s CY q CC q CZ.
 .  .r  .ii R l g m p s CY q C C q Z .
 .  .  .iii If l g kv satisfies condition iv then condition v is equi¨ alenta0
to
2
c C s al z y l z . )) .  .  .  .
 .rProof. Since Y g R9 it follows that Y, C q Z g R l g m p are lin-
early independent. Then Y, C, Z g Rr are linearly independent. Since
 .r  .  .dim g m g s 4 the vanishing of R on exp ad e e forces see aboveyb b
r  .  .that dim R F 3, hence i , ii .
 .Since w y 1d m l is a p module map, condition iv combined with
 .  . .  . .Subsection 6.7 ii gives l w y 1d m l Y ; l ad p p s 0, whereas
 .  .  .c Y s 0 since Y g R9. Then iii results from ii .
 .6.9. Obviously )) can be solved to determine the scalar factor
occurring in the definition of c . However, this scale factor was already
 .determined by condition ii . Compatibility follows from the following
result. In this we may also take g of type A .n
 .  .  .  .  .LEMMA. Conditions i , iii , iv , v imply condition ii .
  . 4Proof. For any ad z module M set M s m g M N ad z m s im .i
 .Since c , w are g module maps it is enough to check condition ii on F .0
Clearly R ; p m p and since L2 g ; R it follows that R , R are1 0 y1
generated by their intersections with g m p and p m g. Consequently
 .  .R m g , g m R and hence F are generated by their intersections with0 0 0
g m p m p , p m p m g , and p m g m p.
X  .Set F s F l g m p m p. Then by v0 0
l c m 1d y 1d m c FX s y l m l w m 1d y 1d m w FX .  .  .  .  .0 0
 . X .  .Yet w m 1d y 1d m w F ; R l g m p by i and is annihilated by c in0
 .  . X .ii . Hence the right hand side above equals ylw w m 1d y 1d m w F0
 .  .  . Xby v again. Since l z / 0 by Subsection 6.6, condition ii results on F .0
 .Obviously R is t invariant and wt s yw, ct s c , l m l t s l m l.
 .  .  . .Thus conditions iv , v translate to give w q l m 1d R l p m g ; p
  . . .and l w q l m 1d y c R l p m g s 0. Then a similar argument to
 .the above verifies condition ii on F l p m p m g.0
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Finally let s be the automorphism of g sending e to ye and setg yg
y  .  .p s s p . Clearly F and F are s stable. Moreover p m g m p s0 0
 y .  . y yp m p m p and so s F l p m g m p s F l p m p m p s F l0 0 0 0
 .p m p m g q g m p m p . Since w, c are s equivariant it follows from
 .the first part that condition ii also holds on F l p m g m p and this0
completes the proof.
7. TYPE Any1
 .  .7.1. It turns out that conditions i ] v can be shown to hold in type
A ; but the proof has to be a little different and is quite computational.n
7.2. Let M be an n dimensional C vector space and identify g with
 4nthe quotient of End M obtained by sending 1d to zero. Let xC M i j i, js1
denote the matrix units corresponding to a basis for M viewed as elements
 .of g. It is well known that R as defined in Subsection 3.2 is spanned by
all 2 = 2 minors.
 .LEMMA. g simple of type A . The space R of relations is generated byny1
all elements of the form
 .i x m x y x m x .i, j r , s i, s r , j
 .ii x m x y x m x .i, j r , s r , j i, s
Proof. Let R9 be the subspace of g m g generated by all such ele-
 .  . 2 .ments. Subtracting i from ii gives L g ; R9. On the other hand by the
2 .remark preceding the lemma the image of R9 in S g is just R.
7.3. We now obtain the
COROLLARY. The space F is generated by all elements of the form
 .  .i  det s x m x m x .s g S i, s  r . j, s  s. k , s  t .3
 .  .ii  det s x m x m x .s g S s  i., r s  j., s s k ., t3
 .  .iii  det st x m x m x .s , t g S s  i., r s  j., t  s. k , t  t .2
 .  .iv  det st x m x m x .s , t g S i, t  r . s  j., t  s. s k ., t2
Proof. Express an element of F as a sum of terms of the form
x m x m x . By the lemma such an element must be antisymmetrici, r j, s k , t
 .  .  .  .with respect to i, j or r, s interchange and j, k or s, t interchange.
The group generated by all four interchanges above identifies with S = S .3 3
Using appropriate projection operators from the group algebra shows that
 .  .the four possible cases above correspond to i ] iv in the lemma.
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Ã  .Remark. When n s 2 one has F s F notation of Subsection 5.2 .
w x  .7.4. Set u s w w m 1d y 1d m w . Then 4u x m y m z s1 1
ww x xy x, z , y and so
4u x m x m x sd d x yd x yd d x yd x , .  .  .1 i , r j , s k , t i , t j , r k , s k , s j , r r , k j , t i , s i , s j , t
where d is the Kronecker delta. Set u s c m 1d y 1d m c . One hasi, j 2
 .  .x , x s 2 nd d y d d . From the above two formulae and thei, r j, s i, s j, r i, r j, s
corollary one checks the
 .   . . .PROPOSITION. g simple of type A . One has 8 n q 1 u q u Fny1 1 2
s 0.
 .7.5. In particular condition ii holds for an appropriate value of c
w x  .as defined in Subsection 3.3; this constructs J of J2 for g s sl n .
 .Except for n s 2 one does not have u F s 0. This would appear to lead2
to a contradiction. Indeed in type A a result of W. Borho and H. Kraftny1
w xBK, Sect. 7 asserts that the multiplicity of any simple g module in the
space of regular functions on an orbit closure is independent of the choice
w xof the orbit in its sheet. Thus the inducing construction Bo2 gives a
 .one-parameter family I : l g C of prime ideals of S g with gr I s I sl l 0
 .I O for all l g C, whereas the analysis in Subsection 3.4 would tend to
 .suggest that this is impossible if u F / 0. The point is that in type2
 .A : n G 3 the choice of w either in the symmetric algebra 3.4 or theny1
 .enveloping algebra 3.3 context is not the most general possible because
 .4.4 the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity two. Here we have
arbitrarily imposed that w vanishes on the copy of adjoint representation
2 .  .in S g . Solutions of this type correspond to I or J being invariantl
 .  .under the automorphism of T g defined by s x s yx , ;a g D.a ya
Indeed w, c of Subsection 3.3 or 3.4 commute with s while the unique up
 . 2 .to scalars non-zero g equivariant map from V b ; S g to g , anticom-
 .mutes with s . Under an appropriate parametrization, s I s I . More-l yl
 . over if J ; U g is obtained from I via the Dixmier map which isl
w x.  .well-defined in type A after W. Borho Bo2 then s J s J . The idealn l yl
J constructed above is just J .0
 .  .7.6. We may compute l satisfying conditions iv , v . Let t g
 41, 2, . . . , n y 1 and let p > b be the maximal parabolic subalgebra of
 . q  .g s sl n not containing x . Given l g h set l s l x . Thentq1, t r r , r
n l s 0.rs1 r
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 .LEMMA. Suppose 1 - t - n y 1. Then condition iv holds if and only if
1¡
y , r F t ,
2~l sr 1
, r G t q 1.¢2
 .  .When t s 1 resp. t s n y 1 no condition on l resp. l is imposed.1 n
 .Proof. Recall Subsection 7.2 i . Assume that x , x g p. One hasr , s r , j
w y 1 m l x m x y x m x .  .i , j r , s i , s r , j
1
s x d y x d y x d l q x d l .i , s j , r i , j s , r i , j r , s r i , s r , j r2
mod p. The hypothesis x g p excludes j F t - r while x g p unlessr , j i, j
j F t - i. In particular if r ) t then x g p. A similar conclusion holdsi, j
when s replaces j. Suppose t ) 1. Then the left hand side above belongs
1to p if and only if l s y for all r F t. If t s 1 then x f p forcesr i, j2
j s 1. Then x g p forces r s 1 and then x g p forces s s 1. How-r , j r , s
ever, in this case the left hand side is trivially in p.
 .Recall Subsection 7.2 ii . Assume x , x g p. One hasr , s i, s
w y 1 m l x m x y x m x .  .i , j r , s r , j i , s
1
s yx d q x d y x d l q x d l .r , j i , s i , j r , s i , j r , s s r , j i , s s2
mod p. The hypothesis x g p excludes i G t q 1 ) s while x g pi, s i, j
unless i G t q 1 ) j. In particular if s - t q 1 then x g p. A similari, j
conclusion holds when r replaces i. Suppose t - n y 1. Then the left hand
1side above belongs to p if and only if l s for all s G t q 1. Whens 2
t s n y 1 no condition is imposed as in the first part.
 .Remarks. Note that the conclusion gives l p9 s 0 which as in Section
6 we could have known to hold from the outset. Again if i - t - n y 1
 .then l x y x s 1. These are exactly the unitary parameterst, t tq1, tq1
w xdiscovered by N. Wallach W . However, since we must impose  l s 0,r
all these solutions are excluded unless n is even and t s nr2. As discussed
in Subsection 7.5 our theory is for the moment too restrictive to give this
more general result. When t s 1 and n G 3 the above trace condition
n y 1 .applied to the conclusion of the lemma forces l s y , while if1 2
n y 1 .t s n y 1 then we must have l s . It is amusing to verify these twon 2
 .solutions and the third one for n even precisely belong to the same
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translated Weyl group orbit and this defines the value of the Casimir in J .0
For n s 2 we only require l q l s 0, thus giving a one parameter family1 2
of solutions.
 .7.7. We now verify condition v . Define c as in Subsection 3.3. It is
 .enough to evaluate l w y 1 m l q c on the zero weight space of R l
g m p and hence on all expressions of the form x m x y x m xi, i j, j i, j j, i
when x g p. The latter excludes j G t q 1 ) i. From this Subsection 7.6j, i
 .and the formula for x, y in Subsection 7.4 the resulting expression equals
1 1 .  .   . .y l y l y l l y 2 n q 1 c s y q 2 n q 1 c . This agrees withi j i j2 4
the value of c given by Subsection 7.4 and completes the verification of
 .condition v .
7.8. Finally let us analyze how the above theory is modified when we
admit a more general choice of w. Obviously w must be a g module map
and so we can write w s w a q w s. Here w a is our previous choice sending
1 w xx m y to x, y , where we recall that the scale factor had been chosen to2
w x sensure that x m y y y m x becomes x, y , and w is the unique up to
 . 2 .scalars g module map sending the copy of V b in S g to g. Now this
 .latter copy of V b is obtained by differentiating the cubic invariant in
3 . s  .S g . It is convenient to compute w in gl n where the cubic invariant
3  4  .becomes x ¬ x . Then taking an orthogonal basis e of gl n withi
 .respect to the form x, y ¬ tr xy one may write
1 1
s w xw x m y s e tr e xy q yx s x , y , .  . qi i2 2
 .where q denotes the anticommutator. In sl n one should subtract
1 w xtr x, y ; but this term will cancel in all subsequent calculations and canq2
be ignored.
Since c is proportional to the above form we have
c w s m 1 e m e m e s tr e e q e e e s c 1 m w s e m e m e .  .  . .  .i j k i j j i k i j k
 .up to an appropriate scalar. From this, condition iii follows. Again
1
sw x m x s x d q x d . .  .i , j u , ¨ i , ¨ j , u u , j i , ¨2
 s s. .Then from Subsections 7.2, 7.3 one obtains w m 1 y 1 m w F ; R.
 .Thus condition i is satisfied.
X c9a sNow take w s w q c9w and set l s l q . From the above formular r 2
it is easy to see that the conclusion of Subsection 7.6 holds with lr
replaced by lX . This in effect eliminates the requirement of the tracer
X c9 nc9condition since now l s l q s which need not vanish.r r 2 2
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 .Condition v is equivalent to
1 c9
y l y l y l l y 2 n q 1 c y l q l s 0 . .  .i j i j i j2 2
1  .with j G t q 1 ) i excluded. In all cases this reduces to q 2 n q 1 c4
c92y s 0 which gives a family of solutions for c depending on a parameter.4
 .Finally condition ii holds by Subsection 6.9.
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.8
A.1. In this appendix we present a sketch of the proof of Theorem
w x2.8. The proof is analogous to the proof of the main theorem in BG . In
this subsection we are going to summarize all the facts from deformation
theory, needed in the proof. We need a deformation theory of a graded
algebra together with a graded module. For the details the reader may
w x `consult, for example SS . Let A s A be a graded algebra over a[ is0 i
field k with A s k. By a graded deformation of A we shall mean a graded0
w xk t -algebra A together with an isomorphism Art A , A such that
 .1 deg t s 1
 . w x2 A is free as a k t -module.
For every a g k we shall denote by A the fibre of A at t s a. Note thata
 .for a / 0 the algebra A is only a filtered algebra not a graded one .a
However, the family of associated graded algebras is always trivial, i.e.,
w xcanonically isomorphic to A m k t .
Fix a graded deformation A of A together with a graded module M s
` M over A. By a graded deformation M of M o¨er A we shall mean[ is0 i
w xa graded A-module M free over k t ; A together with an isomorphism
Mrt M , M. For every a g k we shall denote by M the fibre of M at thea
point a. Then M is a filtered module and gr M is canonically isomorphica a
to M.
In the same way we define ith level graded deformations of algebras and
w x iq1 w xmodules, substituting k t rt instead of k t everywhere above. We
w xremark that BG, Lemma 1.3 a compatible family of ith level graded
deformations always gives rise to a ``real'' graded deformation not a
.formal one .
Let M, N be two graded A-modules. We define the space of graded
`  .morphisms between them to be Hom s Hom M, N , where[g r isy` i
 .Hom M, N is the space of maps of degree of homogeneity i between Mi
n  .and N. Let Ext M, N denote their nth Ext-group in the category whoseg r
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objects are graded A-modules and morphisms are graded morphisms. This
n .is a graded vector space over k and we denote by Ext M, M itsi
component of degree i.
Let now E be a graded A-bimodule. In the same way as above we
n  .define Ext A, E as the nth Ext-group taken in the category whoseg r
objects are graded A-bimodules and morphisms are graded morphisms. It
is easy to see that for every graded A-module M one has a canonical
n  . n   ..isomorphism Ext M, M s Ext A, End M .g r g r
Let A be a graded deformation of A. Then it defines an element
2  . d g Ext A, A ``any infinitesimal deformation defines a Hochschildy1
.  .cohomology 2-class'' . Taking the Yoneda product of d with Id g End M
 . 2   .. 2  .we obtain an element d A, M g Ext A, End M s Ext M, M . They1 y1
proof of the following proposition is a word by word repetition of the proof
w xof Proposition 1.5 in BG .
 .  .PROPOSITION. 1 d A, M is the obstruction to the existence of a first
le¨el deformation of M o¨er A.
 .2 The obstruction to lifting any ith le¨el graded deformation of M to a
2  .deformation of le¨el i q 1 lies in Ext M, M .yiy1
A.2. The next lemma we need tells us something about cohomology
of Koszul modules.
LEMMA. Let A be a Koszul algebra and M a Koszul module o¨er it. Then
n .Ext M, M s 0 for i - yn.i
The lemma follows immediately from the definition of a Koszul module
 w x. cf. BGS, Definition 2.14.1 . One should compute cohomology using the
.resolution which appears in the definition .
 .A.3. Let A, M be as in Subsection 2.8. Let A denote the graded
w x  .deformation of A considered in BG it is essentially the Rees ring of A .
For every a g k let A denote the fibre of A at a. The fibre A of A ata 1
t s 1 is canonically identified with U of Subsection 2.6. Define L as in
Subsection 2.6. In order to prove Theorem 2.8 we show the following
PROPOSITION. There exists a graded deformation M of M o¨er A such that
the fibre of M at t s 1 is isomorphic to L.
Proof. For the proof we are going to use the Koszul resolution of M
 w x.cf. BGS, Proposition 2.14.5 . Recall also the notations of Subsection 2.7.
 .Note that the cocycle which represents d A, M if one computes
2  .  .Ext M, M using the Koszul resolution of M is x m m ¬ w x m forg r
x g R, m g M this is a map from R m M ª M and hence a one-cochain0 0 1
 . .  .in the Koszul complex computing Ext* M, M of degree y1 . Also iv
 .  .means that dl x, m s w x m in the Koszul complex. Therefore the
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obstruction to first level deformation is trivial and in fact l enables one to
 w x.construct such a deformation compare with BG, 4.4 . Now, the obstruc-
tion to second level deformation is represented by the cocycle l( w m id
.  .y id m l N which is the first term in v . The second term inR mM l VmRM 0 M
 .  .v is dc in the Koszul complex. Therefore v says that this obstruction
also vanishes and c enables one to construct a second level deformation
of M. All higher obstructions vanish by Proposition A.1 and Lemma A.2.
Therefore we get a graded deformation M of M over A.
ÄA.4. The proof of Theorem 2.8 now obtains. Let L denote the fibre
0 Äof M at t s 1. This is a U-module, F L s M is embedded into L, and0
the space P lies in the relations. Therefore we have a map of U-modulesL
Äf : L ª L. Let gr f denote the corresponding map of the associated graded
modules. Thus we have a sequence
gr fp Ägr M ª gr L ª gr L
and the composite map is an isomorphism since graded deformations
.don't change the associated graded module . Therefore f and p are
isomorphisms.
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